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About This Game

Being able to control fate would be a blessing for many. To Miyon, it is her greatest curse.

East and West Taria are in conflict, and Miyon's power is the key to their victory. Meanwhile, Gai has been sold by his family into
Miyon's temple. Will the two save or destroy one another?

* * *

The third game developed by InvertMouse, this time with branching narratives. Join Gai and Miyon in their struggle against
fate. May you find the experience worthwhile!
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Finished the full game all 120 tasks done and dusted, and recomend the game its a fun game to play.. Noice for gassing furries
and making 18+ statues.. I am in love with the style of the game, but i keep getting stuck. And now i cant even proceed any
further. Friends tried to help but even they cannot find the way i should continue.. "sigh". Fun Carmageddon style racer with
decent graphics.
It could have been better with more contend and things to do but I still like it for what it is.. This game is quite a brain twister, I
love it. Played through rather quickly, 2 to 3 hours but it is so worth it. It has a type of sarcastic humor that is amusing without
being annoying. The only thing is some jumps can disorient you. It is good to be aware of that.. I bought this game because I like
Neil Gaiman a lot and he sounded confident that it would be a decent game, even if only for the story. As a long time fan, it
sucks to feel this way, but I'm seriously disapointed that he would endorse/cooperatively release this garbage that's calling itself
a game... The story is terrible if there is one at all, the click to activate controls are super buggy and unresponsive, and most
importantly its not at all fun... I'm sorry, but the 10 bucks I paid in the kickstarter is probably $9.75 more than it was worth to
me to see how a Neil Gaiman game turned out.. If you like the basic dungeons 2 and want more, you can savely grab this one.
One new faction (UNDEAD) and a campain that is more or less even longer then the core game.. Wow this is terrible. I am such
a huge Neil Gaiman fan that even when I read other reviews marking this as terrible I bought it anyway. I'm not sure what
happened here. How did they make such an insufferable game? I made it through exactly 17 painful minutes of repeatedly
clicking on the same highlighted ghostable items in a room listening to the same annoying sound effects over and over in order
to slowly fill up a scare bar made of skulls so that it would beat that level before utterly giving up on this game. I wish steam had
a refund policy. This could have been a sandwich or a terry pratchett novel. I wasted this $10. Don't do like I did. You could just
open a screenshot of the game, put on a halloween music playlist, and click on one spot of the image for 10 minutes and imagine
yourself to have beat that level instead of playing this game. It would be as interesting and less annoying.. I went through an
entire day\/night cycle and thought it was good. You can't really navigate or explore, but the setting is nice looking and peaceful.
The soundtrack is ambient and not distracting (good thing) and it was great to relax.

It's not perfect though, there's some choppiness at the tips of the mountains when moving your head. Additionally, it would be
nice to be able to control the day\/night cycle, turn off the words and navigate a bit.

I'm glad I bought it.. Mediocre shmup. Not nearly as good as Ikaruga.
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Continuing from where my Save Churchill Part 1 review left off, Part 2 is entitled Belly of the Beast. A fitting name in fact for
this one. This happens to be the best DLC out of the three Churchill missions. The map is really big and it will take you about an
hour to complete. It takes place in the Mountains on a cliff side like the last SE3 Mission. I really loved the level design here and
it made me excited to explore the entire area and do many stealth kills. The story continues smoothly as we know more about
the plans to assassinate Churchill which is the main point of this mission. The ending can be a bit rough because of some rocket
launching enemies.

In short, I really liked this DLC and really got me excited for the last mission of the trilogy.. This is stupidly good for what it is!
Silly and solid JRPG!. This game. This story is one that puts you in the shoes of not some brave perfect hero. You aren't put into
the shoes of a harem king. Instead you are put into the shoes of a helpless slave that could be attacked and killed at any moment
without anyone caring at all. You are placed in a cruel and unforgiving place that you just can't help but feel anger and
resentment for. The author is cruel, and the happy ending isn't exactly "happy". But it is good, and you can't help but fall in love
with this game.. A lot of negative reviews are salty about how you can die in the main menu.

This game is really good for what you're paying, when you consider that the base price is under $5 bucks, and it goes on sale all
the time. It's fun, and it brings new concepts that I haven't seen in the industry before. I would definately recommend at a solid
8/10.. Used it with Vive. The tilt your head to slide left-right mechanic is very bad it always feels like falling while sitting. I am
used to the motion sickness effects so i got some fun in the game and the story sounds interesting, but for the sake of VR I can
not recommend the game.

+ fast
- only smal displays as cockpit
+ story
+ aesthetics
- sliding with head tilt

-> do not use for VR, else it is a nice game.
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